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(Channeling begins)

Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. We are going to work with the energy of a turning point, as I call it, a Turning Point in
Consciousness. We have upon us a New Moon October 17 or 18 that literally allows for a turning
point in consciousness.
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Now it also allows for what I would call a flipping of the coin, if you will. In other words, if you’ve
had the negative side up of a coin lately, maybe health or finances or relationships or career, and
you want to turn that over, to create positive side effects for yourself, this is a perfect New Moon
opportunity for creating that.
So it will depend upon what you decide. You want to be your turning point in consciousness.
Now the Ascended Masters will be working with the mass consciousness of humanity on a turning
point that is actually a very key issue that is affecting not only personal decisions, but
governmental decisions, and particularly so in the health realm.
The turning point in consciousness for the mass conscious will be about freedom and what
constitutes freedom. For example, in the metaphysical realm, you would say, “I choose happy
healthy cells.” or “I choose to go for a walk right this moment and I’ll come back in about 20
minutes.” or “I choose to brush my teeth right now.” And you see that as little expressions of the
freedom to do what you are choosing in the moment, what you are choosing for tomorrow morning
or the next vacation that you are planning ahead or whatever it might be.
Now when I get to the H1N1 Swine Flu vaccinations coming down to freedom of choosing it or not
choosing it, some are being mandated to take it, others are just being pressured to take it and not
sure whether they should use their own freedom or a choice that would appease others. And so we
are working with this turning point in consciousness at a mass level to empower true freedom. Not
being blinded by group thoughtforms or scare-tactics or any number of things.
And then of course it is not just regarding that particular issue. It is regarding all aspects of
freedom.
For your own personal turning point, again I would ask you, “Really what is it? If I could eliminate
something in my life right now, and maybe ten things in my life right now, what would they be?”
Maybe you want to eliminate procrastination, or clutter, or lack of clarity, or maybe indecision, or
maybe you want to eliminate moving forward too fast. Or maybe you would like to eliminate
moving forward too carefully. Whatever is, seems to resonate with you, as a turning point that you
could work with, I would say, declare it out loud, perhaps write it down.
As I mentioned, you can have one major turning point of consciousness or you can just look at
your life in terms of “What little things am I ready to turn over?” Like catching up on paying bills,
firming up a budget, getting into an online dating like consciousmatch.com or something like that.
Getting, magnetizing more money, magnetizing more free time. Creating a stronger circle of
friends or planning vacation.
What is your personal turning point and then go ahead and choose to literally flip that over into its
positive aspect.
Alright dear ones. As always, thank you and my love to you,
Djwhal Khul
Channeled by Rev. Terri Newlon
www.TerriNewlon.com
(Spirituality Article, Transcribed by Micheline Ralet)
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